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We encourage you to make plans to join your friends and colleagues for the 50th Annual
Meeting of ACLEA in Austin, Texas. This meeting is chock-full of educational opportunities,
with a wide range of programming designed to appeal to all CLE professionals.
Please take a few minutes to review the treasure trove of programming and enrichment
opportunities available to you — LIVE FROM AUSTIN! Register now and get Amped Up.

50th Mid-Year Meeting Highlights

Learn How to Thrive in a Highly Competitive CLE World

Where:

CONFERENCE HIGHLIGHTS

Hyatt Regency Austin

Want to add value to your CLE?

208 Barton Springs
Austin, Texas, USA, 78704

When:
January 18-21, 2014

We have just what you need to make your CLE stand out from the competition! Learn how to
use storytelling in your CLE and the best practices for effective interactive online education. Discover what
a new generation of lawyers want in education and put it to use in your programs. Learn how to select the
right learning management system(LMS) for online CLE , plus the latest techniques to make webinars more
engaging. Don’t miss the sessions on best interactive techniques for live programs and skill- building CLE—
all designed to help you add value to your CLE.
Want to keep up on the latest tech trends?

Visit www.aclea.org
for complete session
details and registration

ACLEA
1000 Westgate Dr.
Suite 252
St. Paul, MN 5514
p. 651.366.6082
f. 651.290.2266
www.aclea.org

This conference is packed with sessions from top-notch technology experts: from John Hill’s deep dive into
uses for Linked-In to Affinity Consulting’s Barron Henley and Paul Unger, on interactive PDFs, document
automation, the use of tablets for CLE professionals, and the best uses of technology to regain control of
your workday. Interested in apps and e-books? Hear from Jeff “SKI” Kinsey on what it really takes to have
an app for your organization. Plus, learn about the top publishing and book apps, e-book pricing and sales,
and whether it makes sense to have a publications or program app. Finally, learn cutting edge technology
from Mark Unger and the experts at Internet for Lawyers, Carole Levitt and Mark Rosch.
Looking for Best Practices and Insights from Your CLE Colleagues?
You’ll find gems you can use right away! Hear best practices for: CLE programs, great staff retreats,
and market research. Learn how to repurpose program content or use telemarketing to sell an online
product. See demonstrations of successful new services such as websites exclusively for new lawyers
to online communities for CLE online subscribers. Dive into executive leadership sessions on business
communication, delegation, and competition in today’s CLE market. For in-house CLE professionals, check
out the attorney evaluation process in law firms rims, Steve Armstrong’s session on “success skills” for firm
lawyers, and the roundtable for PD professionals. You won’t want to miss the Best of CLE-Rapid Fire with 20
great ideas in 2 minutes each, plus an opportunity to go deeper with the ideas that intrigue you.

SPEAKER HIGHLIGHTS
Steven Hughes, Hit Your Stride, LLC
Tell Me More: Telling Stories to Attract and Engage Your Members
This lively program explores the benefits of using stories to frame issues, engage audiences,
and inspire action. Best of all, you’ll walk away with practical ideas you can apply right away.
Barbara Bichelmeyer, Indiana University Office of Online Education
Interactive Online Education: Lessons for CLE
Learn the latest trends in interactive online education — what’s working and what’s not?
John Hill, LinkedIn
Linked-In-Beneath the Surface
You’ve heard the buzz; you know its social networking for the professional world, but what’s
in it for you and your organization? John Hill will share how and why you should be “IN” and
ways to help you leverage this powerful tool.
Jeff “SKI” Kinsey, GoLive Magazine
Should Your Organization Have an App?
At some point in the near future this question will no longer be asked. Just as “Should you
have a web site?” never comes up. This session will help you frame the discussions that
should take place.
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SATURDAY, JANUARY 18, 2014
7:30 a.m. – 7:30 p.m.

Registration Desk Open

9:00 a.m. – 2:00 p.m.*
Austin Showcase Tour (ticketed event) *Meet in Lobby by 8:45 a.m. for departure
You may have heard that folks are trying to Keep Austin Weird, or perhaps that the state capital of Texas is the Live Music Capital of the World. On
this tour, you will get to see how all of the many identities of Austin came to be through a historic, cultural and modern day tour of this unique town.
8:15 a.m. – 4:00 p.m.
New Member Orientation and CLE Boot Camp | Moderator: Rob Seto, CLE of British Columbia
The CLE Boot Camp was created to assist our colleagues who are new to the profession and those who just need a refresher. The sessions
within the Camp are basic level, and the overall curriculum is designed to help you in all areas of CLE programming and publications.
Separate Registration Fee Required – Fee includes a continental breakfast, networking luncheon, and written materials.
BOOT CAMP AGENDA:
Moderator: Rob Seto, Continuing Legal Education of British Columbia
8:15 am

Continental Breakfast

8:30 am

Introductions and What You Hope to Gain as an ACLEA Member

8:45 am
Program Planning from A to Z | Vincent O’Brien , Minnesota CLE
Discover how to make contacts, decide on subjects, content, faculty, and formats, understand budgeting and pricing, develop timelines and
deadlines, and how to analyze your results.
9:45 am

Break

10:00 am
The Basics of Marketing CLE Products:From Ideas to Follow-up | Karen D. Lee, Oregon State Bar
An overview of a professional marketing approach for courses and books utilizing your entire organization, while understanding and
adapting to the unique qualities and evolving world of our CLE customers.
11:15 am
Technology and CLE | Peter Berge, Minnesota CLE
Learn how to maximize technology in your daily operations, programming, marketing, publications, and website presence. Make the most
of what you already have while looking toward the future of CLE and technology.
12:00 pm

Networking Lunch

1:15 pm

Breakouts

In-House/Professional Development | Monica Mosley, Sutherland Asbill & Brennan LLP and Bernadette Lawson, Shook, Hardy & Bacon LLP
CLE tracking methods and record keeping; marketing to in-house lawyers; delivering programs to lawyers outside your home office.
How CLE providers can work with in-house/ PD teams.
Publications | Diane Morrison, State Bar of Texas
Curious about publishing CLE books, working with authors or writing a manuscript? Discover ways to produce, edit, market, and work
with vendors to publish CLE even if you don’t have a publications department
Round Table Discussion | Rob Seto, Continuing Legal Education of British Columbia
Exchange ideas, problems, frustrations and solutions on the latest topics in moderated format.
Technology | Peter Berge, Minnesota CLE
Question and Answer discussion time to address challenges and ideas on the latest technology issues.
2:00 pm

Break

2:15 pm
The MCLE Application and Reporting Progress | Jill McCall & Margaret Naughton, American Bar Association
Are you looking for ways to simplify the MCLE application and recording process? Find out how to work with accreditation agencies and
get answers to your questions about different state MCLE requirements.
2:45 pm
Finances and Negotiation Techniques | Donna Passons, Texas Institute of CLE
Gain insight on how to save money at your seminars and conferences with budgeting, expense monitoring and financial ratios, while
learning proven hotel negotiation strategies.
3:45 pm

Panel of Experts

4:15 pm

Adjourn
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5:15 p.m.		 SIG and Committee Chair Leadership Workshop (by invitation only)
6:00 p.m. – 7:30 p.m.

Welcome Reception Honoring New Members and Faculty (open to all attendees)

7:30 p.m.		 First-time Attendees’ Dinner
A special networking opportunity for First Time Attendees to meet and greet their colleagues over a delicious meal.

SUNDAY, JANUARY 19, 2014
7:45 a.m. – 5:30 p.m.

Registration and Exhibit Hall Open

8:00 a.m. – 9:00 a.m.
SIG Meetings (by invitation only)
Entrepreneurs, Executive Leadership, Publications, State & Provincial Bars, Marketing
8:00 a.m. – 9:00 a.m.

50th Annual Planning Committee Meeting (by invitation only)

9:00 a.m. – 9:15 a.m.

Networking and Exhibit Hall Break

9:15 a.m. – 9:30 a.m.
			

Announcements and Welcome from ACLEA President and Planning Committee Co-Chairs
President, Donita Douglas; Co-Chairs, Dee Shepherd and Douglas Ashworth

9:30 a.m. – 11:00 a.m.

Opening Plenary

Tell Me More: Telling Stories to Attract and Engage Your Members | Steve Hughes, Hit Your Stride, LLC
Stories are universal and people love to hear them. Stories can do what facts alone cannot—they provide meaning and purpose.
This lively program explores the benefits of using stories to frame issues, engage audiences, and inspire action.
11:00 a.m. – 12:30 p.m.

WORKSHOPS A

Virtual Magic: Presenting with Excellence Over the Phone/Web | Steve Hughes, Hit Your Stride, LLC
Wide geographic areas, shrinking budgets, and technological advances are making virtual presentations an increasingly popular way to
communicate and deliver CLE. However, if you approach a webinar the same way you approach a live presentation, your chances of success
are limited. The good news is that great virtual presentations are relatively easy to create and deliver if you understand the dynamics of
distance learning. This cutting-edge program will give you the tools you need to be successful when you’re presenting to people who aren’t in
the room. And, you will leave with easy-to-implement ideas you can use in your next presentation.
Top 20 Publishing/Book Apps You Should Be Using | Edwin Jackson, Bloomberg BNA
We all know there are apps for everything now…by the end of 2013 there will be well over 1 million unique apps available just for the iPhone
and close to 500,000 designed specifically for the iPad. However over the last year there has been a proliferation of book and publishing
related apps that you should know about. Some make life easier for your customers, some make life easier for you, and some are just plain
cool! Come to this session and find out about the 20 in a million important to your work in publishing.
Ten Tips for Clear and Direct Business Communication | Ben Opipari, Ph.D., Persuasive Matters
Admit it: in the daily crush of written documents across your desk—both electronic and paper—you’re overwhelmed. And you love to hit the
DELETE button, which means one less thing to read. Bad writing makes it easy to hit that DELETE button. That’s ok if you’re the reader,
but if you wrote that document? You’ve got a problem. Good writing, however, draws the reader in. Verbose and unclear writers create a
confused (at best) or adversarial (at worst) audience. Bad writing diminishes credibility and prevents the smooth flow of ideas. Even worse,
your message can be misinterpreted or unintelligible. But powerful and clear writing guides readers through your message and allows for the
effortless flow of ideas. Join Ben Opipari, Ph.D. for this engaging and interactive discussion of good writing. We’ll look at examples from both
inside and outside the legal world as you learn the art of clear and direct writing.
Competition in Today’s CLE Market: Principles and Strategies | Tony Alvarado, St. Edward’s University, Austin Texas
Panelists: Frank V. Harris, Minnesota CLE, Andrea Macy, California Education of the Bar, Patrick Nester, State Bar of Texas CLE
If your CLE environment is like most these days, it’s never been more competitive. We often face low-cost or no-cost online competition,
bundled CLE with memberships, plus a myriad of new providers. What to do? Attend this session to learn how to think strategically—focus
on vision, customer values and profitable metrics. Strategy is not just what you do, but what you don’t do in your CLE organization. Learn how
to differentiate your organization from the competition; to create brand communities in this age of social media and big data. Learn to validate
assumptions through empirical testing and determine what customers really need (not just what they think or say they need). Gain insight into
the management principles that support profitable business models, such as customer-focused and metrics-based decisions for your CLE.
Attend this session for insight on how to achieve a sustainable strategic advantage over your competitors.
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12:30 p.m. – 2:00 p.m.

SIG Luncheons (Ticketed Event – Open to All Registrants)

Marketing — “New Media Marketing” | Marley Lybrand Douglas, South Carolina Bar, CLE Division
Do you use New Media Marketing to sell your CLE products? Should CLE providers have their own YouTube Channel? Come prepared
to share your war stories, and let’s all walk away with some ideas to try and, perhaps, some to avoid.
Technology — “Program Materials: What’s Beyond Printed Handouts and Powerpoints?” | Michael Fenger, Continuing Education of the
Bar - California
There seems to be unlimited ways to present materials to program attendees, from the traditional printed materials, through flash drives, to
interactive materials that can allow participants to work along with the presenter on a laptop or a tablet. What are the most interesting platforms
you have used? What factors (subject matter of program, the presenters’ comfort with technology, the experience level of the attendees) make
one platform better than another for a given program? What “next generation” technology would you like to try? Come share your ideas and
questions over lunch.
Executive Leadership — “Moving at the Speed of Light!” | Jennifer Dabson, American University Washington College of Law and Kathryn
Bellman, Nebraska State Bar Association
Changes are inevitable and are occurring so rapidly these days. Please come along to the luncheon to share the BEST innovations and
WORST innovations (technological or not) you have seen in the past couple of years in the world of CLE.
Publications — “Change” | Michelle Windsor, National Institute for Trial Advocacy and Dan McMahon, New York State Bar Association
Come chat and share with your publication friends during this open forum lunch. Bring your thoughts and experiences on how changes in the
legal profession and legal education has impacted (or not) your publications.
Programming — “Innovative Curriculum Development in Programming for Lawyers” | Vincent O’Brien, Minnesota CLE
Project Management curriculum thoughts, interactive learning that is being used in curriculum, new practice areas, generational differences
expressed in curriculum design, other differences/diversity of learning and teaching expressed in curriculum design, blending technology with
curriculum, core curriculum thoughts and whether innovation is important to some of the more steadfast elements, etc.
2:00 p.m. – 3:00 p.m.

WORKSHOPS B

Selecting the Right Learning Management System (LMS) for Your Organization | Nancy Erickson, Bloomberg BNA
Learn what you need to know when selecting and implementing an LMS for your organization. The first steps are to define the goal, assemble
the team, and assure your leadership of the necessity of the endeavor. Come to this session prepared to walk through the additional steps
involved and ready to learn what questions to ask in order to achieve a successful LMS implementation. These include questions about credit
reporting, functionality, customizations, and most importantly scalability for internal staff and customers. This session will also include handouts
that can be used in preparing the requirements wish list and tips for identifying and working with vendors. Organizations of any size offering
on-line education will benefit from this session.
Achieving Peak Performance: Using the Attorney Evaluation Process in Law Firms to Increase Performance, Profit and Professional
Satisfaction | Rachel Dawson, Faegre Baker Daniels LLP
Are your lawyers motivated, engaged, and constantly striving to do their best? Do they treat performance reviews seriously or cynically?
This program will show you how an effective attorney evaluation system can promote high performance, increase lawyer productivity, reduce
turnover, and make your firm a more profitable and satisfying place to work.
Maximize Your Market Research to Develop Business | Matt Mickelson and Allison Thom, NBI, Inc.
Is structured, succinct, and timely market research given the attention it needs in your organization? If your organization is like most, market
research can be a function that is often overlooked and forgotten. In this session you will learn how you can implement proven market research
methods to enhance programming, marketing, customer communication, and branding.
Building Interactive Materials with PDFs | Barron Henley, Affinity Consulting Group, LLC
Adobe Acrobat does far more than just create PDFs. In this session, learn how to create dynamic interactive PDFs or PDF Portfolios with
bookmarks, hyperlinks, and even embedded multimedia files like audio and video. Create “smart” CLE materials by assembling everything into
a PDF that can be used by attorneys on their PC, Mac, iPad or other mobile device.
3:00 p.m. – 3:30 p.m.
Exhibit Hall Showcase
Don’t miss this opportunity to learn about the products and services offered by the exhibitors and sponsors who help support our ACLEA meetings.
3:30 p.m. – 4:30 p.m.

Workshops C

ACLEA’s Programming Best Practices: A Fresh Approach for Old Standards | Karen Lee, Oregon State Bar Association; Dawn Ofner, Legal
Education Society of Alberta
By taking a critical look at CLE programming practices developed by ALI-ABA and adopted by ACLEA more than 20 years ago, ACLEA created
programming best practices that set a benchmark to identify models for the development and delivery of live CLE programs. Learn how to
balance the unique qualities of your business with the common practice of others.
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A Taste of Cutting Edge Technology | Carole Levitt and Mark Rosch, Internet for Lawyers; Mark Unger, The Unger Law Firm
This fast-paced and fun session will deliver the latest technology developments, tips, tricks, apps & websites that CLE professionals can use to
apply to their everyday workflow TODAY. Learn about password management, MS Office tips, time management tips, and much, much more.
Career-Long Development of Lawyer Competencies | Peter S. Vogel, Gardere Wynne Sewell LLP; Patrick A. Nester, Texasbar CLE
In 2009, ALCEA (and many other pertinent organizations) co-sponsored “Critical Issues Summit: Equipping Our Lawyers”. This workshop
explores the following recommendation arising from this 2009 Summit: “…[L]aw schools, the bar, and the bench should partner in the career-long
development of lawyer competencies. In particular, law schools should initiate the continuum of legal education by integrating into their curricula
the core practice competencies described in the ABA Model Rules of Professional Conduct, the MacCrate Report, the Carnegie Report, and the
Canadian Centre for Professional Legal Education competency evaluation program in achieving their desired learning outcomes.”
How to Design a Great Staff Retreat for Your CLE Organization – and Maximize Your Return | Frank V. Harris and Tim Morrow, Minnesota CLE
A well-designed staff retreat accomplishes many things and has a tremendously positive effect on your organization – whether large or small.  
You can clarify organizational objectives, build team spirit, engage in strategic planning, reinforce best practices and reward good work. In this
interactive program, Frank Harris and Tim Morrow will explore why staff retreats are a valuable means of engaging employees, will outline the
steps for planning an engaging program, and will demonstrate some of the best activities Minnesota CLE has used in its thirty-plus staff retreats.
4:35 p.m. – 5:35 p.m.

Closing Plenary

Best of CLE - Rapid Fire | Jeff Kirkey, Institute of Continuing Legal Education
Austin is known as a hotbed of innovation…with a laid back style. Capture some of CLE’s brightest ideas during our lightning round. Twenty
speakers are fixin’ to share their organization’s insights and creativity in 2 minutes or less. Then our speakers will mosey over to their assigned
tables for the slower-paced part of the program. Spend time with the presenters who shared ideas you want to dig into more deeply. Get ready
for fast-paced fun and breakthrough ideas you can put to use back at your ranch!
5:30 p.m. – 6:15 p.m.

International SIG Meeting (by invitation only)

MONDAY, JANUARY 20, 2014
7:15 a.m. – 4:00 p.m.

Registration and Exhibit Hall Open

7:45 a.m. – 8:45 a.m.
Committee/SIG Meetings (by invitation only)
MCLE, Exhibits & Sponsors, Membership, Public Interest Committee Meeting, Volunteer Engagement Committee
8:45 a.m. – 9:00 a.m.

Networking and Exhibit Hall Break

9:00 a.m. – 10:30 a.m.

Concurrent Sessions

eBooks: The Experience to Date | Sharon Sandle, Texas Bar Books; Michelle Windsor, NITA
Some publishing organizations in the CLE world have turned to eBooks and many more are on the verge of doing so. ACLEA receives
constant requests for more information on eBooks including how to create them, how to manage them, how to sell them along with
traditional print offerings, and how they are different from an online offering. All of this leads to the defining question – how are things
going? Hear from publishers who started selling eBooks before most others and learn what the experience has been to date.
			
Linked-In-Beneath the Surface | John Hill, LinkedIn
You’ve heard the buzz; you know its social networking for the professional world, but what’s in it for you and your organization? John Hill,
LinkedIn Higher Education Evangelist, will share how and why you should be “IN” and ways to help you leverage this powerful tool. You’ll
learn how you can used LinkedIn to build your own network, business and online brand, and more!
10:30 – 11:00 a.m.

Networking Breaks and Exhibits

11:00 – 12:00 p.m.

WORKSHOPS D

Linked-In: Going Deeper | John Hill, LinkedIn
Go beyond a basic understanding of Linked-In and learn how to tailor the resources of Linked-In to your specific organization, regardless of
how large or how small your shop may be! Specific hypotheticals and examples will enable you to use Linked-In resources like never before.
The Tablet CLE Professional | Mark Unger, The Unger Law Firm; Paul Unger, Affinity Consulting Group, LLC
Join our iPad experts in exploring the many uses of Tablets and iPads for CLE professionals. Learn how these devices can help you
organize your day with easy calendaring & task management, note-taking, voice memos, working with PDFs, Word documents, creating &
deliver presentations, using your tablet as a portable scanner, and staying paperless.
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Customer Service: The New Marketing? | Lalla Shishkevish, The District of Columbia Bar
Marketing is often a prospective enterprise, focused on positioning, monitoring, analyzing results, emulating competitors’ activities,
developing pricing strategies, rolling out campaigns, tapping into social media, and managing our particular “brand.” But while we’re busy
with all these forward-looking activities, we may be forgetting the most effective present communication channel – the customer who’s
on the phone right now, talking with our customer service rep. This workshop presents ideas for tapping into our single most valuable
source of market intelligence – the customer. Hear practical strategies for turning the phone, the front desk, the help desk, the registration
table, the booth at the bar meeting – into “central intelligence” for sales. Learn practical tips on actively listening to your customers and
transferring their feedback into marketing action plans that result in business growth.
		
12:00 p.m. – 1:30 p.m.
SIG Luncheons (Ticketed Event – Open to SIG Members Only)
Law Schools — “The Impact of Cutting-Edge Technology on Law School CLE” | Kathleen Carlisle, Pace University School of Law;
Heather Gore Liddell, Osgoode Hall Law School; Jennifer Dabson, American University Washington College of Law
Over the past 15 years, technology has completely changed how we teach CLE, research programs and market to our clients. The impact
of the internet has made it possible to provide CLE to our clients 24 hours a day, 7 days a week. And, with the astounding technological
developments in personal computers, smart phones and iPads, there is increasing demand for us to provide continuing legal education to
a potentially global market. Our hope is that everyone attending this luncheon, whether from a small, medium or large institution, will come
prepared to share online applications, services, and/or tips that have made a difference to their program development, management or
attendee participation.
Local & Specialty Bars | Susan Blair, Nashville Bar Association; Samantha Pringle, Cleveland Metropolitan Bar Association
Don’t miss our SIG lunch meeting in Austin. During the first half of our meeting, we will enjoy camaraderie and informal discussion of the
challenges that concern you and hear from your colleagues on ways to meet your concerns. Following our networking time, SIG members,
Pat Edelen and Amy Preher of the Kentucky Justice Association, will provide us with a presentation on how they moved from print to
paperless seminar materials. Pat and Amy will share how they use an easy electronic form to gather presenter papers, biographies and
audio visuals, as well as how they compile the material into one PDF “book” for attendees. And, they will talk about how they developed a
link to the materials on their website. Join us! Submit concerns for our networking discussion to SIG Co-Chair, Susan Blair (susan.blair@
nashvillebar.org).
In-House/Professional Development | Betsy Hults, Jones Day; Bernadette Lawson, Shook, Hardy & Bacon LLP.; Monica S. Mosley,
Sutherland Asbill & Brennan LLP
It’s a new year, and the In-House SIG would LOVE to hear from you! In usual fashion, at this luncheon we will offer an open discussion to
hear from you on what’s hot, what’s trending in CLE, and how you’re solving problems to make it happen. Come and share what’s working
for you, and bring your challenges along – In-House SIG members offer years of experience and expertise. If you are looking for ideas to
enhance your 2014 schedule, or perhaps solutions to help you sleep better, don’t miss this lunch!
Nationals | Jill McCall, American Bar Association and Matt Mickelson, NBI, Inc.
What could be better than another fun, lively, energetic, informative Nationals Luncheon? Well, another fun, lively, energetic, informative
Nationals Lunch with PRIZES of course!!! Because of these prizes, we went on an extensive “lunch host” recruitment effort. After our best
recruitment efforts, it turns out Pat Sayjak and Vanna White, Bob Barker, Drew Carey, and Chuck Woolery were not available to host the
lunch. So, unfortunately you will still have to put up with Jill and Matt. However, that should not dampen your spirit with the fun that is to
come. You are not going to want to miss this lunch as bringing good ideas may send you home with some loot.
State & Provincial Bars – “Succession Planning” | Dawn Ofner, Legal Education Society of Alberta
Succession planning is not an issue that many organizations address in a systematic way. Changing realities of workplaces with impending
retirement of boomers can cause vacancies in senior or key positions. We rely on staff to carry out our missions, provide services and
meet our organization’s goals – think about what would happen to those services or our ability to fulfill our mission if a key staff member
left. During this lunch session discuss with your colleagues what planning and preparation they have implemented to mitigate this risk.
Entrepreneurs’ SIG | Cynthia Sharp, The Sharper Lawyer; Carole Levitt, Internet for Lawyers
Consider this an invitation to an open dialogue about enhancing and protecting your business interests. Topics will include intellectual
property rights, clauses to include in speaker/coach/consultant contracts as well as the marketing/sales process. Come prepared to share
with your ACLEA colleagues.
1:30 p.m. – 2:30 p.m.

WORKSHOPS E

Document Automation/Never Type Again | Barron Henley, Affinity Consulting Group, LLC
Generating documents is a primary area of inefficiency for CLE professionals. Therefore, reducing the resources required to create
accurate documents immediately improves the bottom line. There are much better options for drafting new documents than trying to find
a similar old document as a starting point. This seminar shows you all of your document automation options from using the tools already
present in your word processor to commercial drafting systems to document assembly software. Learn how to increase speed and
accuracy simultaneously, and take your drafting efficiency to the next level!
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Programs: Repurposing Content | Meredith Woods, Continuing Legal Education Society of British Columbia; Dan McCarroll, KCMBA UMKC CLE
We are all looking for ways to repurpose existing content online. What should we be repurposing? How do we do it? Should we be
designing course content differently with repurposing in mind? In this session, we will delve into these questions and others. We will
share our experiences with repurposing and invite you to share yours. Small shop or big, we all have content that can be used in new
ways. If you are just beginning, we will help you start the process. If you are already repurposing your content, we invite you to share your
experiences as we all develop our best practices.
		
Delegation: A Critical Skill for All of Us | Patrick Nester, State Bar of Texas CLE
Delegation, and “un-delegation”, drive everything else in CLE. It is the soul, the vital essence, the sine qua non of CLE leadership and
success. Many of us get to delegate to staff. But even if you are a one-person shop, you are continuously delegating to speakers, authors,
vendors, contractors, board members, bosses, etc. There are smart and stupid ways to do it. The speaker, an ACLEA veteran of many
years, has tried both. He will share his top tips and hopes to get the audience to engage in a fruitful discussion of how to do it right.
Beyond the Law: Critical Skills for Success | Steve Armstrong, Armstrong Talent Development
Lawyers succeed – or fail – on the basis of skills that go far beyond the classic lawyering skills. That’s especially true now, given the
pace of change in the legal profession, the intense competition for work, and the internal stresses within many firms. But these other
“success skills” are difficult to define in a way that makes them concrete: What does “taking ownership” really look like? Or “leadership”?
Or becoming “client-sticky”? Moreover, these skills don’t lend themselves to being taught in conventional ways, and learning them often
requires more self-awareness than many lawyers possess. This session will discuss the most effective approaches for building these skills
more rapidly at all levels of a firm, from entry level to the senior leadership.
2:35 p.m. - 3:35 p.m.

Plenary

Should Your Organization Have an App? | Jeff “SKI” Kinsey, GoLive Magazine
At some point in the near future this question will no longer be asked. Just as “Should you have a web site?” never comes up. This
session will help you frame the discussions that should take place. For example, DIY or outsource? Includes a quick look at how apps
are built and the finer points of “geo” location services. What drives cost and what is a reasonable project budget? Do you know there are
three major categories of mobile or “smart” apps, yet one is almost always one “best” model for your business? What is your marketing
strategy and how does that affect the choice of which app model to build?
4:00 p.m. – 8:30 p.m.
Networking Excursion: Dinner and Tour the Historic Austin City Limits Moody Theater!
Austin City Limits Live at The Moody Theater (ACL Live) is a state-of-the-art, 2,750-person capacity live music venue that serves as the
new home for the taping of the acclaimed KLRU-TV produced PBS series, Austin City Limits, the longest running music series in American
television history. ACLEA attendees will have the opportunity to explore this historic music venue during a private reception!

TUESDAY, JANUARY 21, 2014
7:00 a.m. – 5:30 p.m.

Registration and Exhibit Hall Open

8:00 a.m. – 9:15 a.m.

ACLEA Business Meeting & Breakfast (Open to All ACLEA Members)

9:15 a.m. – 9:45 a.m.

Networking and Exhibit Hall Break

9:45 a.m. – 10:45 a.m.

Exhibitor WRAP-UP (invitation only)

9:45 a.m. – 11:00 a.m.

Plenary

Interactive Online Education: Lessons for CLE | Barbara A. Bichelmeyer, Ph.D. Senior Director, Indiana University Office of Online
Education; Interim Chancellor, IU-Southeast; Professor of Instructional Systems Technology; IU-Bloomington
Learn the latest trends in interactive online education—what’s working and what’s not? More importantly, learn instructional design
principles and techniques most applicable to online CLE presentations. Attend and learn how to make your online education more effective.
Whether your online education is knowledge-focused or skills-based, you will learn proven instructional design techniques to make your
online education more effective.
11:05 a.m. – 12:05 p.m. WORKSHOPS F
Education for Millennials: Their Preferences, Expectations and Habits | Barbara A. Bichelmeyer, Ph.D. Senior Director, Indiana University
Office of Online Education; Interim Chancellor, IU-Southeast; Professor of Instructional Systems Technology; IU-Bloomington
Learn from the latest research and experience with the Millennial generation as they enter professions. Are their educational needs,
as young attorneys, largely the same as prior generations or can we expect big changes? How will social networking, immersion in
technology, expectations re: animation and graphics and familiarity with gaming impact their educational needs and expectations? This
veteran of online education at the college level will share her insights and recommendations for making CLE education “stick” with the
Millennial generation.                        
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Publications Book Talk and Swap | Susan Munro, Continuing Legal Education Society of British Columbia
This popular session held every few ACLEA meetings is back and better than ever. Bring a favorite book you have read over the last year
and be prepared to share a summary of the key things you learned or just let everybody know how great it was and why. Then swap it for
something just as good … maybe you’ll find your next great read! Also this time extra books will be available to take – come to the session
and plan your reading list for 2014.
Engaging New Lawyers | Una Doyle, The Law Society of New South Wales; Aaron Street, Minnesota CLE
Many young lawyers are struggling and need assistance. We, as continuing education organizations, are probably in a better position
than any other organization or association to actually help these young lawyers. Both Minnesota CLE, with its new lawyer website (http://
www.mnnewlawyer.org) and the Law Society of New South Wales with its Career Hub website (http://www.lawsociety.com.au/ForSolictors/
CareerHub) have taken a web-centric approach to providing free, educational support to struggling new lawyers. Recognizing that
continuing education can take forms other than traditional CLE, this program will explore the process of creating and maintaining these
valuable resources for new lawyers, a great way to build relationships with your customers-to-be.
12:10 p.m. – 1:40 p.m.

One Big Networking Lunch (Open to all registrants)

1:45 p.m. – 2:45 p.m.

WORKSHOPS G

Should You Have a Publications App? | Kim Kett, GTxcel
The answer might surprise you. One of the hottest and most requested topics at ACLEA in the last two years has to do with apps and app
development. But how specifically does app development pertain to publications. How does one get started? What are the advantages
of an app for your publication offerings? What are the range of costs? How does it fit into your overall publishing strategy? What types of
apps may make sense for your publication? How can you use an app to entice new members, impress current ones and bring back lost
members? A professional from GTxcel will speak to all these issues and others specifically tailored to options for publications. Come and
find out why you may want to have an app!
Should You Have an App for Programs? | R. Lucas Boling, The Missouri Bar
The answer might surprise you. We will cut through all the hype about having an app and focus on what apps can do for CLE Programs.
We will look at key features and limitations; available options; and setting reasonable expectations among customers and those in your
organization.
Real Problems/Real Solutions: Develop Your Toolkit to Meet the Challenges You Face Everyday | Wyndolyn Tongee, Norton Rose
Fulbright; Ben Opipari, Ph.D., Persuasive Matters; Roger Curlin, Alliance CLE
Think CLE meets “Whose Line Is It Anyway?” In this fun session, participants will identify some key challenges that they face as law firm
professionals. Participants and panelists will role play possible solutions and debrief with the wider audience. The follow up discussion
will take these apart and decide if the solution chosen was effective. Would you handle the issue differently? Would this work in your
firm? What other approaches could be effective? Audience participation is encouraged. While the focus will be from the perspective of the
law firm, other CLE providers will find something useful…especially if they want to know how law firms think when it comes to training.
				
Telemarketing: A Missed Opportunity? | Sal Ricciardone, Massachusetts CLE
With all the negative press the telemarketing industry seems to receive, the thought of initiating an outbound call campaign that uses
telemarketers to represent your organization may raise concerns: Will your customers perceive calls as intrusive? Will your board view
telemarketing as inconsistent with your not-for-profit image or your educational mission? Can you cede some control to an outside
firm that may sell your product in the morning and vacation timeshares in the afternoon? Hear about Massachusetts CLE’s successful
experimentation in selling an online product through the use of a well-trained, noncommissioned telemarketing team. Learn about
the logistical planning, scripting, training, reporting, monitoring, and support necessary to meet your short-term and long-term sales
goals.
2:45 p.m. – 3:00 p.m.

Networking Break & Exhibits

3:00 p.m. – 4:15 p.m.

WORKSHOPS H

How to Take a Good Book and Make it Better | Dawn McKnight, Colorado Bar CLE
Each publishing shop has a group of titles that underperform, others that do OK, and then there are the rock star pubs! Although topic and
other factors come into play, there are a variety of things you can do to make your average pubs rock stars, and to make your low sellers
respectable. Come to this session to learn how to use reorganization, new content sets, features, tools, technology, and more to increase
sales across the board!
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Beyond the Talking Head…Tinkering with Traditional Formats for New CLE Creations! | Amy Sladczyk Hancock, Andrews Kurth, LLP;
Jeanne Heaton, Illinois State Bar Association
Engage in this interactive learning experience as together, we explore a variety of methods available to enhance learning at CLE programs.
While people remember only 20% of what they hear, they remember 90% of what they say and do.   How can we improve opportunities
for learning at our CLE programs by moving beyond lecture to structure interactivity and participation in our programs? How do we involve
lawyers to help them improve their skills in a non-threatening way? Join us for a discussion of how to design programs to incorporate
interactivity, what the obstacles are, and how to overcome those obstacles.
Online Communities: How to add “Social” to Your CLE Services | Lynn Chard, Institute of Continuing Legal Education
Learn how one CLE organization has added “community” to its subscription-based online resources with success. In this session you
will learn “best practices” for building a community of practice; software options and costs; sample policies; staffing and job descriptions;
guidelines for staff blogging; what a “community champion” is and why you want them; plus sample measures of success. The speaker will
share the mistakes they’ve made, the successes they experienced and the surprises they have had. Member-based CLEs and those who
offer online subscription services will find this session particularly relevant.
4:15 p.m. – 5:15 p.m.

Closing Plenary

Technology — Slave or Servant | Paul Unger, Affinity Consulting Group, LLC
Email, iPads, Smartphones, Instant Messaging, Text Messaging… Deadlines. How do we manage it all? Have you become a servant
to technology, or is it serving you? This seminar will not only teach you how to manage your daily tasks, but you will also learn how
technology can help you improve communication and even help you achieve your personal professional goals. Attend this seminar to
improve your time management and technology skills to regain control of workday... and your life.
6:00 p.m. – 10:00 p.m. ACLEA Closing Reception (ticketed event) — Tickets for registrants are included in the registration fee. Guest
tickets are available for $75 USD (tickets include dinner). Please make your required reservations on the registration form.

GENERAL INFORMATION

Registration
The program registration fee includes conference materials, admission to Sunday, Monday, and Tuesday sessions, the business meeting
and breakfast, the Saturday welcome reception, Sunday evening reception and the Tuesday night special event. Saturday’s CLE Boot Camp,
all optional lunches and tours are separately priced. We must receive payment for optional sessions, lunches, and tours in advance of the
conference to guarantee your reservation. Unless otherwise stated, all special event and tour fee payments are nonrefundable after December
18, 2013.
Spouse/Guest Fee
ACLEA has a spouse/guest fee for attendance at ACLEA meetings by those not eligible for ACLEA membership. This is a restricted fee
intended for family members. Any spouse/guest who is interested in networking with other spouses/guests as well as friends in ACLEA, may
pay a fee to cover the costs of food and beverage and attendance at some meetings. This $145 USD fee includes the Saturday welcome
reception, continental breakfasts, business meeting breakfast, exhibit hall mixer, morning and afternoon breaks, and attendance at any
sessions on topics that may be of interest, but does not include conference materials, luncheons, or optional events. This benefit is extended
only to those spouse/ guests who are not eligible for ACLEA membership. ANYONE CONSULTING WITH OR EMPLOYED BY
AN ORGANIZATION ELIGIBLE FOR MEMBERSHIP IN ACLEA IS NOT ELIGIBLE FOR THIS FEE.
Hotel Information
Our host hotel is the Hyatt Regency Austin in Austin, TX. ACLEA has secured a special room rate of $169.00 USD per night for single/double
available until December 31, 2013 or until the room block is exhausted, whichever comes first. NOTE: ACLEA has obtained this room rate by
contracting a total meeting package at the Hyatt Regency Austin. ACLEA must meet certain minimum food
& beverage and hotel room pickup requirements or ACLEA will face attrition and/or meeting room rental.
In order for ACLEA to continue to provide a reasonable registration fee, we need your help. Please take advantage of the room rate we have
negotiated and make your reservation by contacting:
Hyatt Regency Austin — 208 Barton Springs, Austin, Texas, USA, 78704 — Phone: 512 477 1234 (U.S. or Canada)
Cancellation Policy
All special event & tour fee payments are nonrefundable after December 18, 2013. Registration refunds, less a $50 USD processing fee, will
be given to registrants who cancel by 5:00 p.m. December 18, 2013. No refunds or transfers will be granted thereafter.
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GENERAL INFORMATION

50th Mid-Year Meeting Attendee Registration Form
Mail this form with payment or fax to:Association for Continuing Legal Education (ACLEA)
1000 Westgate Drive, Suite 252, St. Paul, MN 55114
Phone: 651-366-6082 | Fax: 651-290-2266

ATTENDEE INFORMATION
Name: ______________________________________________________
Organization: _________________________________________________
Address: ____________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________
City/State/Province/Zip: _________________________________________
____________________________________________________________
Phone: (_________) ____________________________________________
Fax: (_________) _____________________________________________
Email: _______________________________________________________
Spouse/Guest: ________________________________________________
Special Dietary Needs: _________________________________________
___________________________________________________________

CONFERENCE MATERIALS

Please indicate the format in which you would like to receive conference
materials. Either USB or printed materials are included with your registration fee. If you wish to receive BOTH USB and printed materials, please
purchase from the optional tickets below. PLEASE NOTE printed materials
are only available if ordered BEFORE December 18th, 2013.

qUSB

qPrinted

qBoth USB & Printed

REGISTRATION — **Early Bird (before December 18, 2013)**

qMember - $645 qNon-Member - $845

qSpouse/Guest - $145

REGISTRATION — REGULAR (after December 18, 2013)

qMember - $695 qNon-Member - $895

qSpouse/Guest - $195

OPTIONAL EDUCATION PROGRAMS (Pre-Registration Required)
Saturday, January 18, 2014
CLE Boot Camp
qMember - $145

qNon-Member - $195

SIG LUNCHEONS (Pre-Registration Required)

Sunday, January 19, 2014 | 12:30 PM - 2:00 PM (Open to All Registrants)
qExecutive Leadership - $30 qMarketing - $30 qProgramming - $30
qPublications - $30
qTechnology - $30
Monday, January 20, 2014 | 12:00 PM - 1:30 PM (Open to SIG Members ONLY)
qEntrepreneurs - $31
qIn-House - $31 qLaw School - $31
qLocal & Specialty Bars - $31 qNationals - $31
qState/Provincial Bars - $31
Tuesday, January 21, 2014 | 12:10 PM - 1:40 PM (Open to All Registrants)
qOne Big Networking Lunch - $32

OPTIONAL TOURS AND EVENTS (Pre-Registration Required)

qAusting Showcase Tour - $32		
qNetworking Excursion - $79		
Austin City Limits - LIVE!

qAdditional Tickets: _______x($32)
qAdditional Tickets: _______x($79)

Tuesday, January 21, 2014

Tickets for the Tuesday Night Dinner are included in your registration fee. However,
please check below to RSVP for your ticket and indicate if you want to purchase additional tickets for your guests.

WORKSHOPS B | Sunday, January 19, 2014 | 2:00 p.m. - 3:00 p.m.
qSelecting the Right Learning Management System (LMS) for Your
Organization
qAchieving Peak Performance: Using the Attorney Evaluation Process
in Law Firms...
qMaximize Your Market Research to Develop Business
qBuilding Interactive Materials with PDFs
WORKSHOPS C | Sunday, January 19, 2014 | 3:30 p.m. - 4:30 p.m.
qACLEA’s Programming Best Practices: A Fresh Approach for Old Standards
qHow to Design a Great Staff Retreat for Your CLE Organization
and Maximize Your Return
qA Taste of Cutting Edge Technology
qCareer-Long Development of Lawyer Competencies
____________________________________________________________
WORKSHOPS D | Monday, January 20, 2014 | 11:00 a.m. - 12:00 p.m.
qThe Tablet CLE Professional
qLinked-In: Going Deeper
qCustomer Service: The New Marketing?
WORKSHOPS E | Monday, January 20, 2014 | 1:30 p.m. - 2:30 p.m.
qDocument Automation/Never Type Again
qPrograms: Re-purposing Content
qDelegation: A Critical Skill for All of Us
qBeyond the Law
____________________________________________________________
WORKSHOPS F | Tuesday, January 21 | 11:05 a.m. - 12:05 p.m.
qEducation for Millennials: Their Preferences, Expectations and Habits
qPublications Book Talk and Swap
qEngaging New Lawyers
WORKSHOPS G | Tuesday, January 21 | 1:45 p.m. - 2:45 p.m.
qShould You Have a Publications App?
qShoud You Have an App for Programs?
qReal Problems/Real Solutions: Develop Your Toolkit to Meet the
Challenges You Face Everyday
qTelemarketing: A Missed Opportunity
WORKSHOPS H | Tuesday, January 21 | 3:00 p.m. - 4:15 p.m.
qBeyond the Talking Head: Tinkering with Traditional Formats...
qOnline Communities: How to Add “Social” to Your CLE Services
qHow to Take a Good Book and Make it Better

PAYMENT INFORMATION
Total Payment Enclosed: ______________________________________
Method of Payment:
m Check enclosed, payable to ACLEA
			m VISA
m MasterCard
Card Number_________________________________________________
Exp. Date _________________ 3-digit Security Code (req.): ___________
Cardholder Name (print) ________________________________________
Cardholder Phone ____________________________________________
Billing Address _______________________________________________
Cardholder Signature __________________________________________

Tuesday Night Dinner qRSVP Free
qAdditional Tickets: _______x($75)
____________________________________________________________

WORKSHOPS (Pre-Registration Required)

WORKSHOPS A | Sunday, January 19, 2014 | 11:30 a.m. - 12:30 p.m.
qVirtual Magic: Presenting with Excellence Over the Phone/Web
qCompetition in Today’s CLE market: Principles and Strategies
qTop 20 Publishing Books/Apps You Should Be Using
qTen Tips for Clear and Direct Business Communications

(For office use only)

initials
date
CK/CC
amt. paid
bal. due

fin.

comm.
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REGISTER ONLINE AT WWW.ACLEA.ORG

ACLEA

1000 Westgate Drive, Suite 252
St. Paul, MN 55114
www.aclea.org
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Save the Date

th
ACLEA’s
Annual Meeting

Boston, Massachusetts | August 2-5, 2014
The Westin Copley Place
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Find up-to-date information on ACLEA events at www.aclea.org

